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MAY IT PLEASE THE HEARINGS PANEL: 

1. This memorandum is filed in support of the Application by the Crown for an 

order pursuant to Clause 16 of the Third Schedule of the Canterbury 

Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement Plan) Order 2014 ("the Order") dated 

20 March 2017. 

Background 

2. The Christchurch Replacement District Plan Hearings Panel ("Hearings Panel") 

issued its decision on Chapter 9, Natural and Cultural Heritage (Part), Topic 9.3 

Historic Heritage on 30 September 2016 ("Decision 45"). 

3. The Crown has filed a notice of intention to appear and be heard on the 

Council's appeal to the High Court from the Hearings Panel's Decision 45 ("the 

Appeal"). The Appeal relates to the wording of Objective 9.3.2.1 and Policy 

9.3.2.9 in the proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan ("Replacement 

Plan"). 

4. The parties to the Appeal are the Council (in its capacities as both appellant and 

respondent) and the Crown, Heritage New Zealand, Church Property Trustees 

and the Roman Catholic Bishop of the Diocese of Christchurch (as interested 

parties) ("the Parties"). 

5. There is alternative wording for Objective 9.3.2.1 that may be acceptable to the 

Parties, with Policy 9.3.2.9 remaining unchanged. 

Application for amendment 

6. With the above in mind, the Crown has made an application to the Hearings 

Panel seeking an amendment to Decision 45, in respect of Objective 9.3.2.1 

pursuant to clause 16 of the Third Schedule of the Order. 

7. The Crown's application seeks an amendment to Objective 9.3.2.1, as 

decided in Decision 45, so that Objective 9.3.2.1 would read as follows 

(additions shown in underline and deletions shown in strike out): 

a. 	The overall contribution of historic heritage to the District's character 
and identity is maintained through the protection and conservation of 
significant historic heritage across the district in a way which: 

i. 	enables and supports: 

A. the ongoing retention, use and adaptive re-use; and 

B. the maintenance, repair, upgrade, restoration and 
reconstruction; ond 
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C. 	in some situations, the demolition; 

of historic heritage; and 

recognises the condition of buildings, particularly those that 
have suffered earthquake damage, and the effect of 
engineering and financial factors on the ability to retain, 
restore, and continue using them,• and 

acknowledges that in some situations demolition may be  
justified by reference to the matters in Policy 9.3.2.9.  

8. In essence, the basis for the Crown's application is that the alternative wording 

proposed might better reflect the views the Panel expressed in paragraph 63 of 

Decision 45. 

9. 	The Panel said, in paragraph 63 of Decision 45: 

We have also included express acknowledgement that in some situations 
demolition of heritage items is appropriate. This is now expressly 
recognised in the provisions through recognition of financial and 
engineering factors and is consistent with our findings to s 6(f), discussed 
at [10]-[15] above. 

[Our underlining] 

10. The proposed amendments to Objective 9.3.2.1 include: 

(i) The word "acknowledges" so as to communicate an express  

acknowledgement than in some situations demolition is justified, in 

place of the existing wording of Objective 9.3.2.1 which refers to 

enabling and supporting demolition in some situations; and 

(ii) An express cross-reference to Policy 9.3.2.9 which sets out the 

recognised matters to be considered (including financial and  

engineering factors) when determining whether demolition of a 

scheduled heritage item is appropriate. 

(iii) A cross-reference to Policy 9.3.2.9 which describes the matters to 

be considered when determining whether demolition of a scheduled 

heritage item is appropriate, in the following terms: 

a. 	When considering the appropriateness of the demolition of a 
scheduled heritage item have regard to the following matters: 

i. 	whether there is a threat to life and/or property for which 
interim protection measures would not remove that 
threat; 

ü. 	whether the extent of the work required to retain and/or 
repair the heritage item is of such a scale that the 
heritage values and integrity of the heritage item would 
be significantly compromised; 
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whether the costs to retain the heritage item (particularly 
as a result of damage) would be unreasonable; 

iv. the ability to retain the overall heritage values and 
significance of the heritage item through a reduced 
degree of demolition; 

v. the level of significance of the heritage item. 

11. In making this application, the Crown is conscious of the fact that the use and 

availability of the clause 16 power depends on what the Hearings Panel had 

intended to achieve through the provisions of the Replacement Plan in order to 

give effect to paragraph 63 of Decision 45, and whether the Hearings Panel 

would be satisfied that the alternative wording for Objective 9.3.2.1 would 

implement those intentions correctly. 

Power to issue an amendment 

12. As the Panel is aware, it has a power under clause 16 of the Third Schedule of 

the Order to issue an amendment to decisions, and to amend or correct a 

proposal. Clause 16 states: 

16 	Minor corrections 

The hearings panel may, at any time, issue an amendment to a 
decision to correct a minor mistake or defect in a decision of the 
panel. 

(2) 	This power includes the power to amend or correct a proposal, 
provided that the amendment or correction is made before the 
proposal becomes operative in accordance with clause 16 of this 
order. 

13. The Panel discussed the scope of this power in its decision to make minor 

corrections to Decision 9 Temporary Activities 6A, 6B and 60.1  In summary, 

clause 16 of the Third Schedule of the Order is similar to, but not exactly the 

same as, clauses 16 and 20A of Schedule 1 of the RMA. Clauses 16 and 20A 

of Schedule 1 of the RMA use the words "minor error" rather than "minor 

mistake or defect". The Environment Court in Re an application by Christchurch 

City Council2  said: 

An error is simply a mistake or inaccuracy which has crept into the plan. 
The obvious example is a spelling mistake or reference to a wrong 
paragraph number where there can be no doubt what number is intended. 
It is analogous to the use of the slip rule in other Court Proceedings. Thus 
rule 12 of the District Courts Rules 1992 makes provision for correction of 
a judgment which contains a clerical mistake or error arising from an 

'Decision to Make Minor Corrections to Decision on Temporary Activities, dated 22 October 2015, at paragraphs [3] 
to [9]. 
2  Re an application by Christchurch City Council [1996] NZEnvC 97. 
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accidental slip or omission. The fundamental principle applicable to the 
use of the slip rule is that it may only be used to correct a slip in the 
"expression" of a judgment not the "content". 

14. The Environment Court determined a change would be within clause 16 of 

Schedule 1 of the RMA if "the draftsperson seeks only to clarify what is clearly 

intended by the document and does not in any way make a change to it which 

alters its meaning".3  

15. Accordingly, the Crown has filed this application to enable consideration of the 

suggested alternative wording and of whether it correctly reflects the Panel's 

intention in paragraph 63 of Decision 45, such that an amendment to the 

proposal to reflect its decision is appropriate under clause 16. 

Consequence for the High Court appeal 

16. The Crown understands that some, but not all, of the parties to the High Court 

appeal would support the use of clause 16 to amend the wording of the 

Objective in the way proposed in the Crown's application. If the Panel granted 

the Crown's application then, at a practical level, it is understood that all issues 

in the High Court appeal would be resolved. 

17. The terms of this memorandum are supported by The Roman Catholic Bishop 

of the Diocese of Christchurch and the Church Property Trustees. 

18. Counsel are obliged to the Hearings Panel for considering this application and 

will be available at short notice for a teleconference should that be required. 

Dated 20 March 2017 

P Radich QC / C Carranceja 
Counsel for the Crown 

J M Appleyard 
Counsel for the Roman Catholic Bishop of the Diocese of Christchurch 

( 
L de Latour 

Counsel for the Church Property Trustees 

3  At page 11. 
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